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Notice of Annual General Meeting for 2017
The UK Committee’s AGM is planned for Wednesday, 17th May 2017 at 12 noon. This
will be followed at 1.15pm by the Edinburgh Curry Lunch which is being organised as a
fund-raising event to complement the Curry Lunch that is held in London each October.
Please put the date in your diary.
The venue will be the Royal Overseas League, 100 Princes Street, Edinburgh EH2 3AB.
Next year’s AGM will be open to all friends and supporters of Dr. Graham’s Homes,
without charge, as in the past. Tickets for the Curry Lunch will be available to friends
and supporters as well as their guests. Further details, including ticket prices for the
Edinburgh Curry Lunch, will be available at a later date. We look forward to welcoming
you. Anne Hoggan, Committee Secretary

Speakers
Many of our Trustees, Sponsors and other supporters are happy to give an illustrated talk
on the work of Dr Graham’s Homes. Perhaps you would like to have such a talk included
in a programme that is being arranged for your own Guild, Fellowship, Rotary, Probus or
similar group? Why not contact our Secretary Anne Hoggan (lochmorn@aol.com) who
would be happy to see what might be arranged for you locally. Everyone benefits – your
group’s chairman has one less slot to fill in the next year’s programme and we can
promote the Homes - and from time-to-time find new sponsors or donors.
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
James A. MacHardy
Greetings, Sponsors, Donors, Trustees and Friends
To say it has been an eventful year for the Homes is
certainly an understatement. We have welcomed a new
Chair for the Board of Management in Kolkata, a new
Principal at the Homes and a new Headmaster. All are now hopefully working
together with the common aim of improving standards both educational and
cosmetic at the Homes.
Mr. Jim Gibson, our Treasurer and I spent ten days in Kolkata and Kalimpong in
early October and while there attended a Board Meeting and AGM. We left
the Homes feeling that there was a much improved atmosphere throughout
and that the teams in both places were genuinely working to a common goal,
the continuance of Dr Graham's Homes in Kalimpong.
Elsewhere Jim Gibson will expand on his visit from an accountant’s
perspective.
The practice of sending pocket money to sponsored pupils either via the UK
Committee or direct to the Homes is extremely difficult to administer correctly
both in UK and in Kalimpong. It also gives rise to unfortunate inequalities and
differences between sponsored children. We therefore strongly recommend
that sponsors and well-wishers refrain from this practice. The sponsorship
money in total already covers an element for birthdays and Christmas and the
Homes administer that successfully.
Unfortunately costs are rising in India in line with everywhere else and it is
necessary, after six years, to consider where we stand on sponsorship money.
After careful consideration your Trustees, at their November meeting, decided
not to increase the level of sponsorship at this time but to supplement funds
to India from our reserves. The present level of sponsorship is £1,200 per
annum per pupil and in light of this I would ask all sponsors to please review
the amount they are actually paying to the Treasurer.
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Visitors to the Homes often remark about the condition of the Cottages and
this does concern us. There is a programme underway to refurbish cottages
and this is being financed by the alumni association, GO, which is chaired by
previous UK Trustee and OGB, Mr. Ken Hammond. We are assisting here by
providing funds to ensure water tightness to all cottages and buildings; this
entails repairs to gutters and downpipes throughout the campus. Hopefully
some of this work will be undertaken during the winter break 2016/2017.
Many people ask about the Katherine Graham Chapel and repairs after the
earthquake damage sustained in 2011. This is now in the hands of Indian
Heritage and a large sum of money has been allocated from the Indian
Government to allow repairs to proceed. Unfortunately it is out of our hands
but rest assured we will monitor progress and keep you advised. The new
Chairman of the BOM in Kolkata is very much on the case and I am convinced
that we will begin to see progress in this area.
The UK Committee presently has sixteen Trustees, but unfortunately in the last
15 months we have lost the services of two Trustees: Jane Burniston and Ben
Millinchip. Trustees meet three to four times a year with the largest meeting
being in Edinburgh at the AGM; they bring a wide range of skills to the table
and all have the common aim of the long term survival of the Homes in
Kalimpong. Trustees must be nominated and should ideally attend a meeting
before being elected at the AGM in May. Anyone who might be interested in
becoming a Trustee should contact Aileen Fraser, Deputy Chair, at
aileenfraser2006@yahoo.co.uk. Aileen will be able to discuss the process and
provide further details.
Details of our AGM on Wednesday 17th May are set out in the Notice on
page 3. It will be followed by a Curry Lunch with a Raffle and I hope many of
you will be able to attend. We have invited the Chair of the Board of
Management for Dr. Graham's Homes, Dr. Gillian Hart, to attend the AGM and
hopefully she will be able to join us.
At this time of year end I would like to express my sincere thanks to all the
people who organise coffee mornings, soup and roll lunches, craft fairs, bike
rides, curry events and talks about the Homes to clubs and organisations.
5
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The London Ladies Committee have just had a very successful Curry Lunch at
St. Columba's Church of Scotland, Pont Street. This popular and annual event
attracts many who have connections with the Homes and the general area of
Kalimpong, Darjeeling and Assam.
Without these events and the money they raise we would have great difficulty
carrying out our role in providing for deprived Anglo-Indian children. Thank
you all very much from myself and all the UK Trustees.
At this time of Christmas please be assured that the UK Committee are very
grateful for what everyone does for Dr Graham's Homes in Kalimpong.
Having visited recently I am much more confident that we have a future in
Kalimpong and I have pledged my full support to Dr. Gillian Hart and her team
in Kolkata and Kalimpong.
James MacHardy
SPONSORSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT
James Simpson
Having just returned from our annual Sponsorship liaison
visit to both Kolkata and Kalimpong, I like to think that I
am bringing to you the most up to date status report
possible on how our sponsored children are faring! There
has been much by way of change at the Homes over the
last twelve months, as you are aware, and I confess that Pat and I went out to
India with a certain amount of foreboding – just what were we going to find?
Happily, whilst change is in hand, the Homes continues in good spirits - and the
children are as great as ever!
As I said in my Report to our AGM in May, there is much still to be done in
bringing about change before we can expect to really see much by way of
measurable results. Only time will tell; but the signs are promising and now
we must patiently await the outcome in the form of those results! It must
surely take a full year under an established new management team before
aspirations are turned into reality.
6
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On this visit to Kalimpong we took time to meet, individually, as many of our
sponsored children as possible; school leavers, new arrivals, those with
problems and those with whom you have problems – and many more. The
children after all are our best barometer of “climate” change. Without a doubt
we have to report that, first and foremost the children are, almost without
exception, in good heart! We met them in cottage and in classroom, on the
sports field and games pitches; at Assembly and at Choir practice – almost
everywhere, in fact. They all made our journey worthwhile! But we also
listened to their particular issues and, where appropriate, quietly suggested to
the school management where there are concerns that may not have been
noted – leaving the school to take action where it saw fit to do so and
acknowledged as desirable.
One area in which we were given free rein to present our thoughts was the
matter of the special course the school introduced at the beginning of this year
for those pupils who struggle every six months to deliver a satisfactory result in
school examinations; the National Open School stream. I am happy to report
that a degree of success has been achieved; the majority of those pupils of
Class IX/X taking part in the course have now passed their exams and appear
to be moving forward with renewed motivation. All are determined to pass
their NOS Certificate in March next year thereby qualifying them to re-join
their fellow pupils in the ICS streams – but now with a greater confidence in
their ability to achieve. Thereafter, Classes XI and XII will follow to the original
ICSE syllabus, leading them on to Board examinations where the chance of
success should be assured. Perhaps one more year of our NOS strategy should
see better results for all pupils – ending the need for the course.
We conducted a similar exercise of individual discussions with our college
students when we were in Kolkata, again with interesting and worthwhile
results. Our 2016 batch of college freshers is much larger than in the past –
some thirty-four First Years alone who, with the addition of Second and Third
Year students, bring our total student numbers up to the fifty mark.
For some time now the task of placing students in college courses has fallen
between two stools – Kolkata and Kalimpong, with UK necessarily somewhere
in between trying to ensure the best opportunities for our charges. The new
7
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Principal, Brian Robbins, agrees that the responsibility must lie squarely with
the school and has undertaken to ensure that students follow the courses
most appropriate to their career aspirations and abilities. In this connection
we have reminded those responsible of the availability of a number of
bursaries and scholarships for sponsored pupils going on to college or to
training courses. Amongst these is the newly instituted “George and Catherine
Duncan Memorial Scholarship Fund” enabling qualified pupils to take up the
General Nursing Midwifery course at the Duncan Hospital in Bihar. For that
new opportunity we are truly grateful to the Duncan family of Edinburgh
whose forebears founded the Hospital. (George Duncan was for many years
the minister of St George's Tron Church of Scotland in Glasgow and his name
might be known to many of the Homes’ supporters.)
We were delighted to note some more career successes amongst our recent
college graduates; hotels and airlines feature notably as too does teaching. It
is good to see such achievements when we think back to these youngsters in
those early days when they first enrolled in the Homes, in due course
progressing through the Homes to successful graduation. In our next Annual
Report we will be bringing more stories of career success to your attention.
Whilst in India we carried out a survey amongst the pupils of correspondence
exchange between pupil and sponsor/correspondent. I regret to say that our
findings were disappointing; more pupils than we had realised were hearing
rarely, if ever, from supporters in UK. Exchanges with “my sponsor” mean
such a lot to the children and I would ask whether those who perhaps “could
do better” might find a wee bit of time to answer letters from Kalimpong. As
an incentive for all, the Principal has agreed that, for senior pupils of Classes X,
XI and XII, e-mail exchanges would be more relevant to today’s culture. Thus,
from next February, I am hoping that we will see, wherever possible, e-mail as
the medium for correspondence with senior pupils.
Thank you all, once again, for your support for Dr Graham’s children!
Jim Simpson
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TREASURER’S HALF-YEAR REPORT to 31 October 2016
Jim Gibson
“I to the hills will lift mine eyes…....”
I was delighted to be able to visit Kolkata and Kalimpong
with James MacHardy in October and to meet with the
new management team at the Homes. The focus of my
visit was to meet the finance and administrative personnel
and I was encouraged to see the progress which has been made in respect of
computerising the accounting system and in controlling costs. I continue to
enjoy the variety of the Treasurer’s work and the contact with our supporters,
whether by phone, mail, email or at events like the AGM and the London Curry
Lunch, and I greatly appreciate the assistance of Maida behind the scenes with
the bookkeeping, as well as the support and generosity of so many people
towards the Homes.
On a sadder note, I was sorry to learn of the sudden death in November of
Morris Thomson, my predecessor in office. He had taken over as Treasurer at
a difficult time and I was grateful for the help he gave me when I succeeded
him in 2012. Our sympathy is with Johanna and the family.
Income up………
Our income for the nine months to October 2016 is £325,000, consisting of:
Donations plus tax recovery - £49,000
Income from sponsorship - £143,000
Bike Ride income - £22,000
Fundraising events - £5,000
Legacies - £82,000
Investment income - £24,000
The corresponding total last year was £206,000. Sponsorship income has
dropped by £14,000, but this has been more than offset by income from the
2016 Bike Ride and by legacies (including one of £63,500 which has come
completely “out of the blue”) and a donation of £20,000 specifically to fund
students on nursing courses.
9
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I am most grateful to the intrepid riders who surmounted the arduous
conditions of the roads from Kathmandu to Kalimpong, raising such a
magnificent amount of money which will go directly to sponsor children at the
Homes. Others have raised money for sponsorship through coffee mornings,
tea parties and sales of craft goods and ethnic goods, and for all these efforts
we are grateful.
May I make a request: please do NOT send us additional sums of pocket
money for the children. The sponsor payments which we make to the Homes
already include an allowance for pocket money, and additional sums beyond
that are difficult to administer in both the UK and India, and can also lead to
inequity between the children.
………but expenditure up too
Our expenditure for the period has been £310,000, compared with £246,000
last year. This year we have the “double whammy” of an adverse exchange
rate (currently around 82 rupees to the £, compared with an average of 97 last
year), and also a 15% increase in the fees charged by the Homes, due to
inflation and rising wage costs following government legislation in India. Our
total commitment to the Homes for the current financial year to 31 January
2017 is expected to be £380,000, compared with £304,000 the previous year.
We expect to end the year with a deficit of around £50,000.
The increase in fees by the Homes means that the cost per pupil is significantly
in excess of the £1,200 per annum (£960 plus Gift Aid) which we ask for full
sponsorship. Our committee is, however, of the view that our reserves are
able to withstand the strain, at least in the short term, and we have therefore
decided to keep our sponsorship level at £1,200 at present.
Investments: “Brexit means Brexit”, but what is the Trump card?
The stock market seesaw continues. We had a large unrealised loss of £52,000
in the value of the portfolio in the year to January 2016, but the market has
risen substantially since then as result of the Brexit vote, although geopolitical
uncertainties remain in the background. We are guided by our stockbrokers,
Killik & Co, and our investment policy is to achieve a balance of income and
10
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capital growth. The value of our portfolio at 2 December 2016 was £797,000
(having been as high as £827,000 at the end of September); it is of good quality
and well diversified, and we have used some legacies to make further
purchases with a view to strengthening the portfolio in the housing and
household sectors.
Prospects for 2017
The political situation in India is volatile. Life in Kalimpong has its own
pressures with poor infrastructure and the difficulties of getting things done in
the Hills. To cap it all, the decision of the Indian government in November to
scrap 500 and 1000 rupee notes with immediate effect and without any
consultation has led to huge queues at bank branches and to bank accounts
being frozen. It may have been a well-intentioned move to crack down on the
“black economy”, but it demonstrates the law of unintended consequences.
Keeping the Homes running from day to day is certainly not a cakewalk.
The Homes’ Board of Management has been strengthened, and we look
forward to working with them and the new management team at the Homes,
to ensure that our sponsored children receive the best education possible.
Our primary aim is to care for children at the Homes who would otherwise
have very little chance in life, and to do that we seek to increase our
sponsorship income. Your support in helping us to do this is vital.
Jim Gibson
COMMITTEE NEWS
Anne Hoggan
Our AGM in May was well attended and was followed by
an excellent curry lunch at the Royal Overseas League,
Princes Street, Edinburgh. My thanks to the very helpful
staff there who made my task of arranging the function so
easy.
We plan to repeat the event on Wednesday 17th May 2017. I hope we can see
even more of you next May (we had 79 this year). The Trustees met in August
11
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in beautiful Durham and on 1st November in St Columba’s Church of Scotland,
Pont Street, London (thanks to the Minister and staff there).
Our main concern is for the well-being and education of our sponsored
children in Kalimpong. Despite changes in management and political issues we
pray that Dr Graham’s Homes will continue to give those children the start in
life that Dr Graham envisaged.
Business conducted at the May, August and October meetings have included
the review and approval of a number of documents concerning the
governance of the charity in accordance with “good practice” as
recommended by the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator; a review of
sponsorship fees due to rising costs in India and therefore at the Homes (a
summary of the decision is recorded in the Chairman’s report); monitoring this
year’s Business Plan, which includes levels of fundraising; the treasurer’s
report on the background to a number of legacies and other donations;
ongoing monitoring of the National Open School curriculum which some
sponsored children are following; and lastly, the discussions which the
Chairman and the Treasurer had with Dr. Hart during their visit this year.
Anne Hoggan

Key UK Committee contact details
Chairman – James MacHardy: Email, jamesmachardy@yahoo.com; Tel. 01279 730711
Deputy Chair – Aileen Fraser: Email, aileenfraser2006@yahoo.co.uk; Tel. 01292 313501
Committee Secretary – Anne Hoggan: Email, lochmorn@aol.com; Tel. 01334 656992
Treasurer – Jim Gibson: Email, treasurer@drgrahamshomes.co.uk; Tel. 0141 423 8290
Sponsorship Secretary – Jim Simpson: Email, sponsorship@drgrahamshomes.co.uk;
Tel. 08450 948839

Important information about visits to Dr. Graham’s Homes
To comply with child protection legislation in India, the UK Committee asks that notification
of any visit to the Homes is given to the UK Sponsorship Secretary before visitors leave the
UK so the Homes management can make appropriate reception arrangements. You are
asked to follow this procedure please for all cases.
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OBITUARY
Morris Thomson
Morris passed away after an illness on 3rd November
at the age of 66. He was a past Treasurer of the UK
Committee.
A service in celebration of his life was held on 19th
November in Cramond Kirk, Edinburgh.
He was a talented musician, sportsman and accountant. Very active in the life
of Cramond Kirk, he will be much missed by friends and colleagues, as well as
his wife Johanne and daughter Lyndsay.

NEWS FROM THE UK
Troon Friends of Kalimpong
Our annual coffee morning was held on a beautiful autumn day in early
October in our usual Troon Old Parish Church venue. We welcomed old and
new friends and by midday had raised the splendid total of £605.50. Our final
fund raising effort will be in December when we will be selling more classy
collectibles for Kalimpong at the church Christmas Fair. Aileen Fraser

London Curry Lunch 2016
Organised by the London Ladies Committee Chairman, Sarah Clifton-Brown
Another successful Curry Lunch took place at the Lower Hall, St Columba's
Church of Scotland on November 2nd. In all 188 tickets were sold for the
event and yet again there were some new faces and several members of the
U.K. committee were able to attend.
A delicious curry was provided by the Munal Tandoori, Putney including
canapés being passed round by Mr Rana's staff prior to the Lunch while
participants chatted, sipped their drinks and shopped at the various stalls.
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The Rev Angus MacLeod, the Minister from St Columba’s, said the Opening
prayer and James MacHardy, the U.K. Committee Chairman, gave us an update
report on the current news of the school.
We raised just over £7,900. We are really grateful for all those people who
were unable to attend the Lunch but generously supported the raffle and sent
donations. Fiona Cranston

More hats galore for Kalimpong
Many thanks must again go to the very generous
and enthusiastic knitters of Ayr Inner Wheel. As a
result of their efforts I took fourteen beautiful, cosy
hats out to Kalimpong in November. I know they
will be very much appreciated by the children of
Lucia King during the chilly winter evenings. Aileen Fraser

Craft Fair and Quilt Show
A Fund Raiser for Dr Graham’s Homes and Ceres Church was held on Saturday
29th October. The setting was the lovely old Ceres Church, near Cupar in Fife,
where a varied display of work from local crafts workers including some
stunning quilts hanging from the balcony attracted a large number of visitors.
With refreshments available all day and sales tables, the total raised was an
amazing £3,571. Of this, £1,798 has been donated to the UK committee for
the benefit of the children at DGH in Kalimpong. Anne Hoggan

Bike Bhutan – September 2017
The next fund raising Bike Ride has grown in concept since the report in the
last Newsletter! The firm idea, now, is that we cycle from Thimpu in Bhutan,
along the Dooars Plains, to Siliguri to arrive in Kalimpong on Saturday,
23rd September 2017, which is the eve of the Homes Birthday Celebration.
We want to be joined in Bhutan, and en-route, by OGBs (former students)
from Assam, Bengal, Sikkim, and Nepal along with cyclists from abroad to
arrive together with a very large Birthday Gift of money for the Homes!
14
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Our banner would read: - Bhutan Birthday Bike Bonanza for Dr. Graham's
Homes!!
But! We are fully aware that roads from Bhutan to the plains and up to
Kalimpong, immediately post monsoon, can be in very bad repair! John
Webster will be in India in November and, (in the company of Prakash Gupta,
who helped pioneer the first ever ride), has arranged to do a complete recce of
the route and assess road conditions and possible camping stops. If it is
decided that September, 2017 is not practicable then we will definitely plan to
cycle Bhutan to Kalimpong in February, 2018.
As previously, overseas riders will pay for their own trips and commit
themselves to raise at least £1,000 for the support of Children in Dr. Graham's
Homes. Appropriate arrangements will be made for OGBs in India.
To express genuine interest, please send your name and details (and those of
any others) to:
John Webster, Planetree, King's Cross, Isle of Arran, KA27 8RG.
Tel. 01770 700747; Email: johngwebster@live.co.uk

….and the results of the recce and future plans will be forwarded to you as
soon as they are ready.

Kalimpong

NEWS FROM THE HOMES
Siliguri
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Farewell, The Kalimpong Association (UK), 1973 – 2016
Sadly, Margaretta Purtill, the President of The Kalimpong Association (UK)
announced earlier this year that the Association would have to be wound up
due to diminishing membership and the pressure of rising costs.
The Association’s last meeting was held on 24 September 2016 at Hinde
Street, London where 85 OGBs came together for the final time and endorsed
the proposal to disband. The meeting also considered the dispersal of the
remaining fund that was held by the Association and Members agreed that it
should be split 50:50 between the UK Committee Dr. Graham’s Homes (for the
continued sponsorship of DGH children) and the new OGB association, GO, for
the ongoing repair of selected cottages on the Homes’ compound.
The UK Committee’s trustees would like to use this opportunity to thank the
President and former Members of the Kalimpong Association for the generous
donation to its own funds which support the Homes and the sponsorship
programme.
Margaretta is a Trustee of the UK Committee and a member of GO and will
therefore be maintaining her support of Dr. Graham’s Homes. Editor
[OGBs who are not already members of GO can register on its website:
www.dghogbs.com to receive information about GO’s aims and support of the Homes.]

Heart & Soul
in Edinburgh
May 2016
Committee
Secretary,
Anne Hoggan (far right),
on the front line at our
“pitch”
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NEWS FROM THE HOMES
A Christmas message from the
President and Chair of the Board of Management,
Dr. Gillian Rosemary Hart
Dear Friends,
Christmas is known as the season of giving. Most of us try hard
to find gifts that family and friends will like, but all gifts are
equal. Speaking from experience, some gifts come with a subtle
hint, like an exercise machine or a book about weight loos! Other gifts are those that
the giver really wants for oneself. But the best gifts are those that come from someone
who loves us and knows what we want.
I once read about the first peacetime Christmas celebration in the U.S. after World War
II. Readers of the New York Daily News were alerted to expect a fleet of warships in
the New York harbour on Christmas Day. But instead of waging war, the military ships
hosted 1,000 needy children, whose measurements had been taken previously so that
perfectly fitted navy blue coats and woollen caps would be gift wrapped and awaiting
them aboard the ships. These vessels of war had been transformed into carriers of
compassion. I’m grateful to all our supporters from around the globe who generously
give time and talent to help and support our needy children at the Homes. Yours are the
best gifts these children receive since they come from love and caring.
This Christmas season, as we recall God’s gift of His only Son to us, let us thank Him
for giving us the privilege to serve as His “carriers of compassion”.
Now, as I wish ALL of you a blessed Christmas and a wonderful 2017, on behalf of the
Dr. Graham’s Homes family of Kalimpong, I make this prayer for each one of us:Dear Lord, from whom all blessings flow,
Most precious gifts dost Thou bestow;
So at Christmas, truly faithful may I be,
As Thou art always gracious unto me.
With love and sincere gratitude,
Gillian Hart

Dr. Graham’s Homes,
Kalimpong, India
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School Management and Educational News
In June 2016 the Board of Management appointed Mr. Brian Robbins as the
new Principal of the Homes. Mr. Robbins had been the Principal of St. Peter’s
School for 10 years, which is a modern residential co-educational school in
Mumbai.
Mrs. Marguerite Gasper has been appointed as (Student) Sponsorship Officer,
based at the Birkmyre hostel in Kolkata. Her remit is to oversee the college
students and to provide practical guidance and support to enable the students
to make the most of the benefits and opportunities of their college education.

Birkmyre Hostel
CCTV is being installed at the hostel under the supervision of Mr. Edward
Augustine, the hostel’s Superintendent. Other works include measures to
improve the security of the boundary walls and the provision of additional
external lighting.
Use of the hostel’s facilities is being made available to paying students from
Loreto and St. Xavier’s colleges. Initially, only accommodation for girls will be
provided but it is hoped to be able to extend this to include boys at a later
date. The additional funding will be used for ongoing improvement work at
the hostel and go towards its day to day maintenance and operating costs.

School Events and Activities
Final examinations took place between Thursday 1st and Friday 9th December.
The annual Kindergarten Sports and Christmas Party were held on Friday 9th
December with the school Carol Service later the same day.
Pupils departed during the following week-end for the winter vacation.
ICSE & ISC students will return in January for Board Exam coaching classes.
School will re-open on 16th February 2017.

18
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Kolkata Board of Management
A number of sub-committees have been created to support the work and
governance of the Board of Management:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Finance Committee – Chairperson – Mrs. Suchitra Guha.
Education/ Academics Committee- Chairperson- Mrs. H. Peacock.
Hostels Committee- Chairman- Mr. M. S. Calvert.
Appointments & Staff Selection Committee – Chairman – Mr. A. K. Dutt
New Projects Committee – Chairman – Mr. N. R. Pradhan.
Reconstruction Committee – Chairman- Wing Cdr. Praful Rao.
Sponsorship Committee – Chairman – Mr. Jim Simpson.
Admissions Committee – Chairman – Mr. M. S. Calvert

UK Trustee, Mr. Jim Simpson, who is also the Board’s International Member,
has been appointed as the Chairman of the Sponsorship (sub)Committee and is
also a member of the Admissions (sub)Committee.

FEATURES
National Institute of Open Schooling, India
[The NIOS offers a curriculum which is made available to some children at the Homes,
including those who are sponsored. The following is a summary of the background to
the school and its aims and objectives. Editor]

The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) formerly known as National
Open School (NOS) was established in November 1989 as an autonomous
organisation in pursuance of [Indian] National Policy on Education 1986 by the
Ministry of Human Resource Development.
NIOS is providing a number of vocational, life-enrichment and community
oriented courses in addition to general and academic courses at Secondary
and Senior Secondary level. It also offers elementary level courses through its
Open Basic Education programmes (OBE). Government has vested NIOS with
the authority to examine and certify learners registered with it up to predegree level courses whether academic, technical or vocational.
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The NIOS is headquartered in Noida, Uttar Pradesh and is organised via a
structure of regional offices and open state schools across India. Its chairman
is, Professor Chandra Bhushan Sharma.
NIOS Vision
Sustainable, inclusive learning with universal and flexible access to quality
school education and skill development.
NIOS Mission
(i)
Providing relevant, continuing and holistic education up to pre-degree
level through Open and Distance Learning System.
(ii)
Contributing to the Universalisation of School Education.
(iii) Catering to the educational needs of the prioritized target groups for
equity and social justice.
NIOS Quality Policy
“We at the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) are committed to
provide Excellent, Sustainable, Inclusive and Flexible Education up to PreDegree level through Open & Distance Learning (ODL) mode and compliance of
requirements to ensure the satisfaction of learners and the continual
improvement of our Quality Management System.” [Chairman]
What is NIOS
NIOS is an "Open School" that caters for the needs of a heterogeneous group
of learners up to pre-degree level. It was started as a project with in-built
flexibilities by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) in 1979. In
1986, the National Policy on Education suggested the strengthening of the
Open School System for extending open learning facilities in a phased manner
at secondary level all over the country as an independent system with its own
curriculum and examination that leads to certification.
Consequently, the Indian Government’s Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD) set up the National Open School (NOS) in November
1989. The pilot project of CBSE on Open School was amalgamated with NOS in
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September 1990 following which the new body was authorised to register,
examine and certify students up to pre-degree level courses.
In July 2002, the MHRD amended the nomenclature of the organisation from
the National Open School (NOS) to the National Institute of Open Schooling
(NIOS) with a mission to provide relevant continuing education at school stage,
up to pre-degree level through an Open Learning System to prioritized client
groups as an alternative to formal system, in pursuit of national policy
documents and in response to the need assessments of the people, and
through this mechanism to make its contribution to:
 the universalisation of education,
 achieving greater equity and justice in society, and
 the evolution of a learning society.
What does NIOS do?
The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) provides opportunities to
interested learners by making available the following courses/programmes of
study through open and distance learning (ODL) mode.
 Open Basic Education (OBE) Programme for 14+ years age group,
adolescents and adults at A, B and C levels that are equivalent to classes
III, V and VIII of the formal school system.
 Secondary Education Course
 Senior Secondary Education Course
 Vocational Education Courses/Programmes
 Life Enrichment Programmes
The OBE Programme
Envisages schooling by providing a learning continuum based on a graded
curriculum that ensures quality of education. For implementation of the OBE
programme, the NIOS has partnership with about 853 agencies and provides
facilities at their study centres. In effect it has a relationship with partnering
agencies based on academic input. The NIOS provides resource support (e.g.
adaptation of NIOS model curricula, study materials, joint certification,
orientation and popularisation of OBE) to voluntary agencies and schools, etc.,
for implementation of its OBE programme.
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At the Secondary and Senior Secondary levels, NIOS provides flexibility in the
choice of subjects and courses, pace of learning, and transfer of credits from
CBSE, some Board of School Education and State Open Schools to enable a
learner's continued education. A learner has up to nine chances to appear in
public examinations spread over a period of five years. The credits gained are
accumulated till the learner clears the required credits for certification. The
learning strategies include: learning through printed self-instructional material;
audio and video programmes; participating in personal contact programme
(PCP); and tutor-marked assignments (TMA). Enrichment is also provided to
the learners through the half yearly magazine "Open Learning".
The study material is made available in English, Hindi and Urdu mediums. The
On-Demand Examination System (ODES) is in operation at Secondary and
Senior Secondary stage. NIOS offers 28 academic subjects in eight languages,
including English, for Secondary Examinations and Senior Secondary
Examinations.
Besides these, NIOS can offer vocational subjects in
combination with academic subjects at Secondary and Senior Secondary levels.
Acknowledging the fact that young learners are the potential entrepreneurial
wealth of a nation, the Vocational Education Programmes of NIOS provide
excellent prospects for learners. It offers programmes in different areas such
as Agriculture, Business and Commerce, Engineering and Technology, Health
and Paramedical, Home Science and Hospitality Management, Teacher
Training, Computer and IT related sectors, Life Enrichment Programmes and
General Services. Knowledge, skills and qualities of entrepreneurship have
been made essential components in curricula for vocational education with an
emphasis on practical and on-the-job training in related industrial units.
[Wikipedia extract]

A Journey to remember
[Patricia D’Cunha was at the Homes from 1954 to 1963. Editor]

We left London on the 17th October and arrived at Kolkata on the morning of
the 18th. We took a taxi and headed straight for our hotel, the Sapphire Suites
on Lindsay Street. This hotel was right beside the New Market and proved to
be a super location. We stayed there for three days to get over the jetlag and
then left for Darjeeling on the 21st October. We checked into a small hotel in
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Chowrasta, right opposite
the famous Glenary’s tea
room, where we took our
daily breakfast on the
balcony with the famous
Mount Kanchenjunga in
the background.
After three days in
Darjeeling we left on the
24th for the Homes in
Kalimpong and arrived at
Ahava where we were
Patricia (on the left) and Renu
greeted by the cook and
cleaner who took our
baggage up to our room. After we freshened up, we went down to a very tasty
lunch prepared by the kitchen staff. The manager of Ahava, Maria Biswas who
is also the Girls’ Cottage Superintendent was out on her rounds at that time.
After lunch we went up to the school to meet with Ruth Glashan and Mary
Holder (née Leck), an old MacGregor girl who arrived that day from Australia.
After wandering around the school, we went to the Jarvie Hall to listen to a
visiting choir from Shillong who put on a splendid presentation. Our own DGH
students also sang for us and we thoroughly enjoyed the high standard of
singing by both choirs. We then wandered up to the School Office where the
current Principal, Mr. Brian Robbins, also has his office and managed to have a
chat with him voicing our concerns over a cup of tea. He invited all four of us
to take late afternoon tea with him and his wife, Julie, and his mother, a
delightful lady, at Jubilee House and it was an afternoon that we enjoyed in a
relaxed setting.
When we returned to Ahava we experienced that first night what we believed
was a common occurrence – a power outage. The household staff was
prepared for this and let us have some candles, matches and a torch to assist
us to navigate our way around the furniture in our room, bathroom and
corridors.
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Sadly, we didn’t get a chance to spend any time with Maria because of her
busy schedule. On our second day in the school I took my friend who was
visiting the Homes for the first time to the Stores Department, cemetery,
swimming pool, Lucia King and then to Elliott Cottage, where I had spent many
happy days. We got back to Ahava and after dinner watched the news on the
TV before retiring to bed. We had our car booked for 9.00 a.m. the next
morning and Maria who was leaving Ahava to accompany some of the school
girls downtown that morning popped in to say “goodbye” and said she hoped
that we had enjoyed our stay.
One thing I noticed was that
walking
around
the
compound was quite a feat
if one got to the top of the
hill without panting and I’d
say to all OGBs of my era,
don’t do what you did with
ease 52 years ago. Take
your time! I was pleased to
show my friend Renu the
poinsettias (going home
plant) that were beginning
to bloom and she couldn’t
Patricia with members of the Shillong Choir
believe they grew on such
large and tall bushes. The
minimum price for one flower in a pot in the U.K. is £5!
The cherry blossoms and the forsythia hadn’t come out yet, but a clear blue
sky, dark blue mountains with snow peaks sitting atop them was all I was
happy to see on our last day in Kalimpong and I got some lovely pictures to
remind me of what we used to have but didn’t appreciate then how lucky we
were to live in such beautiful surroundings.
We saw the school girls practicing various sports for the school Sports Day and
clapped at their achievements and encouraged them to do better. Some of
them were excellent and showed a lot of promise. Patricia D’Cunha
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Stories of two lives that spanned a century
Jessie Alice Macey / Forsyth / Rimkus
My mother was born in Lebong, Darjeeling on 13 Dec 1916. She died on 9 June
2016, in Kirkcaldy, Fife.
She was the youngest of the 11 children my grandfather, a tea planter from
London, and my Nepalese grandmother, had together. My grandfather
managed the 650 acre Mineral Springs Tea Plantation in Darjeeling. He retired
to Ada Villa in Kalimpong, where he and grandmother lived together. They
were married by Dr Graham.
All their children boarded at Dr Graham's Homes. Their first child, my late
Auntie Meg, would have been among the earliest intake of children to attend
the school in 1903. My mother and her three sisters boarded in Birissa
Cottage.
I visited the school with other family members in April 2015. Ruth Glashan,
our gracious loving contact, has given us memories we cherish. Everything was
as my mother had often described. Wonderfully, my 2nd cousin, Helen Macey,
a staff member, showed us through Birissa Cottage.
My mother benefited from the excellent education, strong life principles and
confidence the Dr Graham experience instilled in its children. She spent two
years training to be a nurse in Patna, before studying shorthand and typing in
Calcutta. This qualification enabled her to secure good employment as a
secretary.
It was in Calcutta during the 2nd World War that she met my father, who was
in the British Merchant Navy. They married. He brought her 'Home' to Fife,
where they settled and brought up two daughters - me and my late sister.
The Macey 'story', as with most Eurasians from this period, is fascinating. Dr.
and Mrs Graham in their mission to care for these children, through the school
and the Homes, have been pivotal in so many lives. Long may its ideals be
upheld. Helen Mabon
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Helen Gordon Brown
Helen Gordon Brown was born in Kintore (near
Aberdeen) on the 5th June 1905.
She
graduated from Aberdeen College of
Technology in Domestic Science. Her father
saw a job advertisement for a teacher that had
been placed by Dr. Graham, and even though
she had never been further than Aberdeen, off
to Edinburgh she went where she was offered
the job. She then embarked on a long journey
via Tilbury, Calcutta, Siliguri and finally on
horseback and trap to Kalimpong. She was a
member of the teaching staff under the
Headmaster, Mr. Simpson. The Bursar at that
time was Mr. Purdie. Helen was at the Homes
when the Katherine Graham Memorial Chapel
was opened.

Helen (left) and a friend

Her son, Roy Davidson, writes that his mother was….
…. “the Domestic Science Teacher at Homes from 1925 until 1933, and was
House Mother of Thorburn for two years and then was at Capel Wolsely
Cottage. She ran the Homes’ Scout Troop in which Eddie Lamb was a member.
She married Roy Davidson [son has the same name] who was also a Scout
Master at Sevoke (this is near Siliguri), which became the name of their new
home in Chislehurst. My father was with the Army and Navy Stores and was
sent out to India as a Management Trainee and worked in Calcutta, Bombay
and Delhi before being sent from the heat of the plains to Sevoke.”
Helen remained in excellent health until her death in 2003, aged 98 years. She
lived independently in the Granexe flat at her son’s home in Horsham for her
last 25 years, surrounded by her memories of Kalimpong. Roy Davidson
[Eddie Lamb was an OGB with an encyclopaedic knowledge of the Homes. Born in
India in 1917, he was admitted to the Homes in 1920. Eddie died in September 2011.
His obituary was published in the DGH Annual Report (May) 2012. Editor]
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The tour is organised and
escorted throughout by John
Webster, formerly the Chaplain
and
Farm
Manager
at
Dr. Graham’s Homes.
As a way of keeping in touch
with, and introducing others to,
the splendours of India, Nepal
and Dr. Graham’s Homes,
John has evolved an annual
tour that takes in Kolkata,
Kathmandu and Kalimpong.
Over the years the itinerary has
been expanded and improved
and it is hoped that the 2017
“3Ks Tour” will be the best yet.
The cost is £2,300 per person
(single supplement is £250).
This includes:
full board and accommodation
(all rooms are en-suite)
all tours, guides, tips, overland
travel and two internal flights.
NOT included are:
 Return UK – Kolkata flight
(est. at £500 if booked early)
 Visas for India and Nepal
(approx.. £130)
 Personal Travel Insurance.
For ENQUIRIES, DETAILS
and BOOKING FORMS
John G. Webster,
Planetree,
King’s Cross,
Isle of Arran,
KA27 8RG
Tel. 01770 700747
Email:
johngwebster@live.co.uk
st

Bookings close: Wednesday, 1 March 2017
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Photos of the Rededication Service held on 18 September 2016

During the service in the Jarvie Hall

The Revd. Price with Pastor Henry

It would not be possible to have compiled this Newsletter without the involvement of so many people in
the UK and at the Homes. I would like to acknowledge and give my thanks for their enthusiastic help.
I have put a name alongside each specific contribution. Editor
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